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Abstract— The application of active filtering in large offshore
wind power plants is presented in this paper. Harmonic
challenges from harmonic emissions and resonances are
identified. Modern remedial harmonic mitigation methods such
as active filtering are described. It is shown that wind power
plant components such as high voltage alternating current
export power cables and park transformers can introduce
significant low-frequency resonances which can cause a
significant harmonic distortion at the point of common
coupling. It is demonstrated that active filtering in modern
grid-side converters used in static synchronous compensators,
which simultaneously provide voltage and reactive power
control, is a matured, robust and feasible solution for wind
power plants.
Keywords: active filtering; harmonic emission; harmonic
stability; resonances, static synchronous compensator; statcom,
offshore wind power plant

I.

INTRODUCTION

Large offshore Wind Power Plants (WPPs) typically
consist of Wind Turbines (WTs), widespread Medium
Voltage (MV) array network cable, Grid Transformers (GTs)
mainly placed at offshore substations, offshore transmission
High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) cables, Super
Grid
Transformers
(SGTs),
STATCOMs,
shunt
compensators, harmonic filters (HFs).
Due to uncertainties such as an early tendering process,
lack of models, late data provision by Transmission System
Operators (TSOs), changes in the electrical infrastructure,
component tolerances etc., there is a significant risk and
uncertainty on the passive HFs design, which can lead to grid
code compliance issues [1].
Active Filters (AFs) bring additional possibilities and
flexibility, which can be used to mitigate and manage issues
relating to HF design and compliance with harmonic
emission limits. This is because AFs can be implemented and
adapted to the system/grid conditions by programming and
parameter adjustment.
The application of AFs embedded within grid-tied
converters functionality has been seen in WPPs [2].
Furthermore, Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
systems are already used in the onshore substation of many
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offshore WPPs, typically to provide voltage control and
reactive power compensation. Therefore using the
STATCOMs as AFs adds value by increasing functionality to
existing equipment and lowers overall costs by reducing the
need for passive filters.
Harmonics are of concern in today’s large offshore WPPs,
and extensive studies have to be made at the design stage.
Harmonic analysis methods have been developed at the
academic level, and several harmonic analysis and mitigation
measures have been successfully introduced in the industry.
However, there is room for further improvement and
introducing AFs in large offshore WPPs is an opportunity to
reduce WPP development costs, leading to a lower Cost of
Electricity (CoE).
A. Large-scale Demonstration of Active Filtering
This paper presents the results of an AF on a STATCOM
demonstration at Westermost Rough Wind Farm (WMR). It
supports the introduction of STATCOMs used as AFs in
future WPP projects. The project’s key idea is to use the
existing ABB PCS 6000 STATCOMs at WMR to
demonstrate AF functionality and performance in offshore
WPPs [3], [4].
The project investigates and finds methods to mitigate the
main technical risks in relation to harmonic resonance,
emission and converter interaction. It should be emphasized
that this paper is focused on the application, in WPPs, of AF
functionalities in STATCOMs which is already existing
technology [5]. Also, the objective is to demonstrate AF
solutions on a system level which can be successfully
implemented in future commercial WPP projects, especially
with long HVAC grid connection cable systems.
Harmonic Control (HC), introduced in STATCOMs, is
commonly seen in the power system industry [6]. However,
harmonic mitigation functionalities, even if provided as
embedded add-on functionalities by suppliers such as ABB,
are still not common practice in WPPs [3]. Hence, the
objective of this project is to demonstrate that existing AF
technologies can be applied to a large-scale commercial
offshore WPP.

An actual implementation and demonstration of
STATCOMs used as active harmonic filters at a real WPP,
such as WMR, brings certainty with regards to the
preparation of a STATCOM technical specification and/or
requirements with AF functionality. In addition it helps gain
better understanding from developers as well as TSOs as to
how STATCOMs can be used in power systems to meet grid
code requirements on harmonic distortion, while
simultaneously meeting grid code requirements on voltage
control and dynamic reactive power support.

SATCOMs. WMR was selected for the best location,
equipment, electrical infrastructure and grid-connection
conditions. All considerations regarding the site will be
described broadly in this section.
A. System Description
One of DONG Energy’s WPPs was selected for the AF
demonstration. It is the WMR that lies in the English North
Sea, East of Hull. The onshore substation, where PCC is
defined, is located in Hedon, a few km East of Hull, see
Figure 1.
1) Wind power plant
The WPP consists of 35 WTs with rated power of 6 MW,
totaling 210 MW installed capacity. Power is transported to
shore by means of a 34 kV collection grid, an Offshore
Substation (OSS) with two GTs, a 150 kV AC export cable
and two, three-winding SGTs. The connection to the National
Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) network is at 275 kV
level. The 34 kV tertiary windings of the SGTs are paralleled
and connected to a dynamic reactive compensation (DRC)
plant that consists of two 25 MVAr STATCOMs, one 50
MVAr reactor (cable compensation) and auxiliary systems.
The single-line diagram showing the most important
electrical components is presented in Figure 2. Besides this,
the onshore substation has two harmonic filters:



C-type band-pass filter at 150 kV bay, to damp the
export system low-frequency resonance.
C-type high-pass filter at 275 kV bay, to damp high
frequency harmonics.

The main limitations are the following:




The wind power plant needed to run undisturbed and
comply with the Grid Code during the test. This means
only minor arrangement modifications (e.g. temporary
disconnection of HF) were allowed and the STATCOM
full HC potential could only partly be used.
The external grid conditions were uncontrolled,
meaning that the test had to be run with existing
(uncontrolled) harmonic distortion levels. More
specifically, the harmonic background distortion level at
PCC was low during the test and only a short period of
sufficient 7th harmonic distortion level was present to
activate the AF, i.e. harmonic voltage control at PCC.
II.

ANALYZED WIND POWER PLANT SYSTEM

A full-scale offshore project was used to prove the
maturity of AF solutions embedded together with
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Figure 2 Single line diagram of Westermost Rough Wind Farm.

2) STATCOM unit
For the WMR WPP two identical 25 MVar STATCOM
units are installed with the purpose of being operated as one
50 MVar STATCOM unit to support the WPP and the WTs
to meet grid code requirements at the PCC on voltage control
and reactive capability.
Harmonic Distortion (HD) levels – resulting from (i)
amplification of background harmonics and (ii) harmonic
emission from WMR – must be kept below levels previously
agreed upon with NGET. This is usually done by installing
passive filters, but an alternative solution is to deliver the
necessary damping through active control. The control of one
of the two STATCOMs at WMR was upgraded to have this
functionality.

6 wind power plant arrays

34 kV

B. Activity Scope and Limitations
The project’s scope is focused on the application of AF in
STATCOMs at an already existing WPP. AF functionality is
to be verified on the WPP running as usual after modification
of the STATCOM software to allow for AF functionality. A
few additional degrees of freedom are allowed, such as
passive HF disconnection, which affects the harmonic levels
at WMR’s Point of Common Coupling (PCC), as well as to
test the operation under varying operating scenarios
(contingency).

150 kV

Figure 1 Offshore geographical location of Westermost Rough Wind
Farm.

275 kV
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There are various concepts for active harmonic filtering.
One fundamental difference is between harmonic current and
harmonic voltage control. Active harmonic current control is
based directly on a current measurement, whereas control of
the latter is based on a voltage measurement. This, therefore,
results in additional controller challenges because the mostly
unknown and changing grid impedance needs to be
considered.
Add-on functionality of STATCOMs has been
demonstrated in the past for industry and utility applications.
As STATCOM are installed in all large UK WPPs, the addon functionality of AF can be considered also for wind power
applications.
B. Active Filtering Specification
As with standard large-scale commercial projects, the
demonstration activity was important to specify how the AF
embedded in STATCOM should behave by means of
functional and performance requirements.
1) Functional and performance requirements
The defined control objective for one of the two
STATCOMs that was upgraded with AF functionality is to
reduce the harmonic voltage HD levels of the 7th harmonic at
the PCC as much as possible, compared to operation without
AF functionality activated.
th

The HC at the 7 harmonic (350 Hz positive sequence),
in the ideal case and is able to control the characteristic 7th
harmonic, which is of positive sequence, voltage at the
measurement point to zero. In reality, a minimum threshold
has to be used to account for measurement uncertainties and
prevent unstable operation as well as ensure proper definition
of the voltage angle. In system per-unit, such threshold is set
to 0.25%.
2) STATCOM harmonic control
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controlled independently, a dedicated transformation is
needed.
Figure 3 shows the basic measurement signals that are
used in the STATCOM for the AF control and the
fundamental control. For simplicity, the presence of a current
harmonic source (indicated for 7th harmonic) at the grid
connection point is assumed. The voltage measured at a
remote grid connection point VG is the quantity that is to be
controlled by injecting a certain current by the STATCOM.
The STATCOM is based on a voltage source converter and
therefore the voltage VC of the converter is to be set. For this
ideal, simplified system, the optimal compensation voltage of
the STATCOM, VCopt at the LV side of the STATCOM
transformer, would then be defined by the following
equation:
VCopt =(VGref -VG0 )∙

Where the initial converter harmonic compensation
voltage is assumed to be zero (VC0 = 0) and the initial grid
voltage is simply:
VG0 =I7

The HC is implemented in the Synchronous Reference
Frame (SRF). This implies that controlled harmonic currents
are outputs of a Park’s (i.e. dq) transformation, which, in the
frequency domain, involves a convolution of the frequency
components of the phase electrical quantities. Neglecting the
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) dynamics, one can derive that
positive sequence harmonics after dq transformation will be
transformed to fp‒f1 and the negative sequence harmonics will
be shifted to fn+f1. Therefore, the characteristic harmonics:
the negative sequence 5th harmonic and the positive sequence
7th will both be shifted to one harmonic, i.e. the 6th, in the SRF
responsible for fundamental frequency control. Therefore to
assure that each of the harmonic components of interest are

ZG ZTx
ZG +ZTx

From these equations it is seen that the optimal converter
compensation voltage is dependent on the grid impedance
that is typically unknown, and varying depending on the
actual grid configuration. To evaluate the actual grid
impedance by the control is a demanding task and therefore
another approach is used for voltage harmonic compensation.
The alternative method is to always produce a harmonic
current in phase with the measured voltage, i.e. strive for an
ohmic behavior of the converter. The main advantage of this
compensation method that is used for the WMR
demonstration, is that the method becomes independent from
the grid impedance. A low resistive path for harmonics is
created with a somewhat higher compensation voltage of the
STATCOM compared to the optimal compensation.
For WMR, the additional challenge was that
compensation was needed for the STATCOM transformer
impedance and the impedance between STATCOM and
PCC, where it was defined that the voltage harmonics will be
compensated. This was considered in calculations as well as
simulations of the configuration in the hardware-in-the-loop
simulator prior to testing on-site.
III.

Figure 3 Basic system for evaluation of STATCOMcontrol.
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WIND POWER PLANT STUDIES

Besides a proper component (STATCOM) design, the
successful operation of the AF requires a number of system
level studies.




Assess the HD level at PCC and choose the needed
characteristics of the AF.
Define harmonic components of interest for filtering
and provide expected performance requirements.
Ensure stability and avoid negative interaction of the
AF algorithm with the existing components [7].

A. Harmonic simulations
1) Harmonic propagation studies
Harmonic propagation studies were run according to
DONG Energy’s best practice when the AF demonstration
project started, i.e. with latest improvements in methodology.
In summary, NGET grid, STATCOMs and WTs are modelled

The WMR electrical infrastructure was assumed to be
intact during studies, i.e. all components are running in
normal operating conditions according to the design.
Furthermore, the disconnection of the 150 kV HF was
investigated. Also the NGET intact external grid was
modelled, along with an outage within the NGET system,
which was scheduled for the test period and were modelled in
the external grid.
To evaluate the modelling impact on the estimated HD at
PCC, two modelling/calculation approaches were taken (i)
conservative where all WTs have the same harmonic voltage
angle, the incremental distortion of WTs and STATCOMs is
summed algebraically to the background, skin and proximity
effect in export cable and SGTs are not modelled and (ii)
realistic where random angles for the WTs’ harmonic
emission are implemented, the incremental distortions of
WTs and STATCOMs are added to the background according
to IEC 61000-3-6 standard, skin and proximity effect in
export cable and SGTs are modelled.
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frequency sweep, the sources (NGET, STATCOMs and
WTs) are modelled by their Thévenin equivalent circuit:
NGET and WTs impedances are according to data from
NGET and Siemens Wind Power (SWP), while the
STATCOM impedance has been modelled with its
dominating transformer impedance. The categorization
adopted here only differentiates between WMR network
being intact and with 150 kV filter out of service (see Figure
5). The targeted points are the TIP and the STATCOM’s 34
kV terminals (POC).
1000
ACS 36%, with 150kV HF
ACS 36%, w/o 150kV HF

Impedance |Z| [Ω]

as Thévenin equivalents based on NGET and suppliers data
and harmonic propagation investigation at each harmonic
frequency in the range of 1-100 order. This modelling is
performed in order to calculate the voltage distortion levels
across the WPP and at the PCC. NGET data refer to three
different load levels (ACS 36, 60 and 100%) and the
background distortion levels used were as they were given at
the start of WMR project.
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Figure 5 Frequency sweep at PCC with and without the 150 kV harmonic
filter with one specific external network configuration
(NGET intact ACS 36%).
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Figure 4 Harmonic distortion level estimation at PCC
(WMR intact, NGET intact, conservative case).

Harmonic distortion level at PCC was estimated in
different operational conditions expected to be seen during
the test. Results for the intact and conservative case are shown
in Figure 4. The studies did not reveal any non-compliant case
– a possible non-compliance (i.e. exceeding agreed limits
during WMR design) at the 8th harmonic was found, but was
deemed unrealistic with engineering judgement (i.e. no
possible excitation). Moreover, NGET allowed the
acceptable limits at PCC to be increased during the test up to
the Compatibility Levels specified in ENA ER G5/4-1.
2) Frequency sweep
In order to complement the harmonic propagation studies
and add more information aimed at covering the gaps above,
impedance frequency sweeps at different points in the
network are a useful tool. Commercial tools available on the
market calculate impedance frequency sweeps. In the

The frequency sweeps add useful information on the
impedance profile at WMR, subject to modelling
uncertainties. This allows for a more qualified interpretation
of the harmonic propagation studies and also constitutes a
useful input to the control stability studies [8], [9], [10].
3) Harmonic controller tuning
In order to test the AF functionality at one of the
STATCOMs in WMR, the STATCOM software needed to be
upgraded with the active filtering functionality. Based on the
harmonic distortion and impedance information provided
from DEWP, ABB could tune the AF controller in its
laboratory. A hardware in-the-loop digital simulator was used
to test the real STATCOM application software with the addon functionality at an equivalent grid connection similar to
the system in WMR.
One specialty of the WMR application is that the point of
control for the AF functionality is located at the PCC,
whereas the STATCOM itself is connected to a tertiary
winding of the two SGTs. For other active filtering
applications the point of control was typically at the
STATCOM POC as well, so some additional transformation
was required to be implemented in order ensure proper
compensation at a distant PCC. The STATCOM AF control
is of a cascaded nature. As presented in Figure 6, the inner
control loop is the harmonic voltage controller, the output of
which is the input to the outer loop harmonic current
controller that controls the STATCOM current.
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Figure 6 Control structure for single harmonic order.

Apart from the tests of the control software, the
STATCOM system performance was analyzed in order not to
overload equipment. This is mainly because an existing
system was used for the demonstration and the active filtering
functionality was not considered in the hardware design from
the beginning.
In order to assure robust AF operation during the test,
control stability studies were also performed to investigate the
interaction between the controls of grid-tied STATCOM
converters and the impedance at their terminals. This
impedance might vary significantly with the topology
change [10].
When on-site, the add-on active filtering functionality had
to be commissioned and tested. A step-wise approach was
used, where first the local harmonic current controller was
tested and in a second stage the harmonic voltage controller
at the PCC was activated.

2) Harmonic voltage control at the point of common
coupling
The next step on site was the activation of the AF
functionality at the PCC. Here, the STATCOM uses a voltage
harmonic control loop in addition to the current harmonic
control that was activated before. For the tests at WMR the
functionality was activated for the 7th harmonic order.
The AF algorithm was configured in order to activate the
harmonic voltage controller at PCC when the voltage
harmonic distortion level of the 7th harmonic was exceeding
the predefined threshold value corresponding to 0.25%. The
threshold value is required in order to have a proper defined
voltage measurement and corresponding phase angle. If the
threshold is reduced too much the control might become
unstable and therefore in reality harmonic compensation to
zero will not be achievable.
During the test there was an activation and successful
operation of the AF, which started operation due to high 7th
harmonic PCC voltage distortion.

B. Active filtering field demonstration
1) Local harmonic compensation
On site after software upgrade and some pre-tests, the
active current harmonic control was activated for the first
time, without the voltage harmonic control yet active. The
current harmonics of the STATCOM measured current were
controlled locally. 5th and 7th harmonic current controllers
were enabled one after the other and also together. An
example of the observed improvements on STATCOM
current harmonics with the 7th harmonic control activated is
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 8 Measurements showing active harmonic filter operation at
Westermost Rough Wind Farm
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Figure 8, above, shows measurements obtained during the
on-site test. It illustrates the event in the following way:
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Figure 7 Average STATCOM phase current harmonic content with and
without 7th harmonic current controller.

It is seen that the STATCOM active filtering functionality
was capable of significantly reducing the 7th harmonic
content. This suggests that local harmonic compensation can
effectively be done from STATCOMs. The data was recorded
on site. The harmonic current controllers were given zero
current reference. The figure proves that the STATCOM can
effectively control the harmonic currents at its terminals. The



The lower plot shows the AF off/on (0/1) flag, which
indicates whether the AF voltage controller is active
(1) or not (0). The AF current controller is always
activated for the 7th harmonic, bringing the harmonic
current flowing from the STATCOM at very low
(ideally equal to 0) level when PCC distortion is low.
However, when the AF voltage controller is on, the
AF current controller receives a reference from the
AF voltage controller aimed at reducing the PCC
voltage distortion.
The top plot shows the PCC voltage 7th harmonic
distortion level in percentage. The 7th harmonics
magnitude is calculated by the AF algorithm in the
7th harmonic synchronous reference frame (i.e. dq).

and parameter adjustment. Furthermore, STATCOM systems
are already used in the OSS of many offshore WPPs typically
to provide voltage control and reactive power compensation,
and therefore using the STATCOMs as AFs brings value by
adding functionality to already existing equipment and
reduces overall costs by reducing the need for passive filters.
Furthermore, the full STATCOM capability is not fully
utilized in most of the time during WPP operation and the
available capacity can be successfully utilized to achieve
improved HD over at least 95% of the plant operation time.
Moreover, there is a potential that introduction of AFs in
large offshore WPPs is an opportunity for reduction of CoE.
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Figure 9 Comparison between measurements from the point of common
coupling obtained by the ABB harmonic controller and from Elspec power
quality meter

In Figure 9 it is possible to see how the operation of the
AF was measured by the Elspec monitoring system installed
at the PCC. It can be seen that during the AF operation the 7th
harmonic unbalance conditions were slightly reduced.
However, the lossy compression used by Elspec caused
significant reduction of usable information [11] while the
high resolution measurements labelled “ABB” obtained
directly from the AF controller show clearly the 7th harmonic
clamping to the defined reference level of 0.25% between
1250 and 2750 seconds.
The AF feature implemented in one of the STATCOMs at
PCC is capable of actively controlling harmonics at PCC to
keep the distortion level very low (i.e. 0.25% of selected
harmonics). Besides, it can be clearly seen that the monitoring
system can detect very low harmonic distortion levels.
IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This document presents the successful AF operation of
one of ABB’s PCS 6000 STATCOMs installed in the OSS at
WMR. The recorded long-term measurements obtained
during the on-site demonstration activity are presented in
order to show the effect of AF on the harmonic voltage
distortion at the 275 kV PCC busbar.
The objective of the activity is to demonstrate application/
implementation of AF at WMR, thereby supporting the
introduction of STATCOMs used as AFs in future WPP
projects. The key idea of the project was to use the existing
STATCOMs at WMR to demonstrate first AF operation in
offshore WPPs. The unit was controlling, i.e. reducing,
selected harmonic voltage components at the PCC in order to
keep them below specified threshold.
AFs bring additional possibilities and flexibility, which
can be used to mitigate and manage issues with regards to HF
design and compliance with harmonic emission limits. This
is because AFs are more flexible as they can be implemented
and adapted to the system/grid conditions by programming
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